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Abstract. Nowadays data sources within data infrastructures are quite heterogeneous, they are 
represented using very different data models. Data models vary from relational one to NoSQL zoo of data 
models. A prerequisite for (meta)data interoperability, integration and reuse within some data infrastructure 
is unification of source data models and their data manipulation languages. A unifying data model (called 
canonical) has to be chosen for the data infrastructure. Every source data model has to be mapped into the 
canonical model, mapping should be formalized and verified. The paper overviews data unification 
techniques have been developed during recent years and discusses application of these techniques for data 
integration within FAIR data infrastructures. 
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1 Introduction 
Data sources nowadays are quite heterogeneous: they 

are represented using very different data models. Variety 
of data models includes traditional relational model and 
its object-relational extensions, array and graph-based 
models, semantic models like RDF and OWL, models for 
semi-structured data like NoSQL, XML, JSON and so 
on. These models provide also very different data 
manipulation and query languages for accessing and 
modifying data. 

A prerequisite for (meta)data interoperability, 
integration and reuse within some data infrastructure is 
unification of source data models and their data 
manipulation languages. A unifying data model (called 
canonical) has to be chosen for the data infrastructure. 
The canonical data model serves as the language for 
knowledge representation mentioned in FAIR I1 
principle ((meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, 
and broadly applicable language for knowledge 
representation) [1][2]. Every source data model has to be 
mapped into the canonical model. Mapping can be 
accompanied with the extension of the canonical model 
if required. A mapping should be formalized and 
verified: a formal proof that the mapping preserves 
semantics of data structures and data manipulation 
operations of the source data model should be provided.  

As the core of the canonical model some concrete 
data model like SQL (conforming to ISO/ANSI SQL 
standard of 2011 or later) or RDF/RDF Schema with 
SPARQL query language can be used. To cover features 
of various source data models the canonical model has to 
be extensible. Examples of extensions are specific data 
structures (data types), compound operations or 
restrictions (dependencies). An extension is constructed 

for every source data model. Canonical model is formed 
as the union of the core data model and all extensions. 

Data unification techniques were extensively studied 
at FRC CSC RAS [3]. As the core of the canonical model 
specific object-frame language with broad range of 
modeling facilities was used [4]. Approaches for 
mapping of different classes of source data models were 
developed: process models [5], semantic models [6][13], 
array [9] and graph-based [10] models, some other kinds 
of NoSQL models [8]. Techniques for verification of 
mappings applying a formal language based on the first 
order logic and set theory and supported by automatic 
and interactive provers were developed [11][12].  

Techniques mentioned are proposed as a formal basis 
for (meta)data interoperability, integration and reuse 
within FAIR data infrastructures. Such infrastructures 
may combine virtual integration facilities (subject 
mediators) as well as data warehouses to integrate 
heterogeneous data sources in an interoperable way. 

The rest part of the paper is structured as follows: 
section 2 overviews data unification techniques that have 
been developed during recent years and section 3 
discusses application of these techniques for data 
integration within FAIR data infrastructures. 

2 Data Model Unification 
Various source data models and their data manipulation 
languages applied within some data infrastructure have 
to be unified in the frame of some canonical data model.  

The main principle of the canonical model design 
(synthesis) for a data infrastructure is the extensibility of 
the canonical model kernel in heterogeneous 
environment [3], including various models used for the 
representation of resources of the data infrastructure. A 
kernel of the canonical model is fixed (for instance, SQL 
or RDF). A specific source data model R of the 
environment is said to be unified if it is mapped into the 
canonical model C [11][12]. This means a creation of 
such extension E of the canonical model kernel (note that 
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such extension can be empty) and such mapping M of a 
source model into extended canonical one that the source 
model refines the extended canonical one. Model 
refinement of C by R means that for any admissible 
specification (schema) r represented in R its image M(r) 
in C under the mapping M is refined by the specification 
r. Such refining mapping of models means preserving of 
operations and information of a source model while 
mapping it into the canonical one. Preserving of 
operations and information should be formally proven. 
The canonical model for the environment is synthesized 
as the union of extensions, constructed for all models of 
the environment.  

The following languages and formal methods are 
required to support data model mapping: 
• a kernel of the canonical data model; 
• formal methods allowing to describe data model 

syntax as well as semantic mappings 
(transformations) of one model to another; 

• formal methods supporting verification of refinement 
reached by the mapping. 
Within studies on data unification techniques at FRC 

CSC RAS as a kernel of the canonical data model the 
SYNTHESIS language [4] was used. The SYNTHESIS 
language, as a hybrid semistructured and object-oriented 
data model, includes the following distinguishing 
features: facilities for definitions of frames, abstract data 
types, classes and metaclasses, functions and processes, 
logical formulae facilities applied for description of 
constraints, queries, pre- and post-conditions of 
functions, assertions related to processes. For extension 
of the canonical model kernel, metaclasses, metaframes, 
parameterized constructions including assertions and 
generic data types were applied. Data unification 
teqhniques developed can be adopted also for other 
canonical data model kernels like SQL or RDF. 

For data model’s semantics formalization and 
refinement verification the AMN (Abstract Machine 
Notation) language [14] was used. The language is 
supported by technology and tools for proving of 
refinement (B-technology) [15]. AMN is based on the 
first order predicate logic and Zermelo-Frenkel set 
theory and enables to consider state space specifications 
and behavior specifications in an integrated way. The 
system state is specified by means of state variables and 
invariants over these variables, system behavior is 
specified by means of operations defined as generalized 
substitutions – a sort of predicate transformers. 
Refinement of AMN specifications is formalized as a set 
of refinement proof obligations – theorems of first order 
logic. Generally speaking in terms of pre- and post-
conditions of operations, refinement of AMN 
specifications means weakening pre-conditions and 
strengthening post-conditions of corresponding 
operations included in these specifications. Proof 
requests are generated automatically and should be 
proven with the help automatic and interactive theorem 
prover [15]. 

For the formal description of model syntax and 
transformations two approaches were developed and 

prototyped. 
The first approach [11][12] is based on the 

metacompilation languages SDF (Syntax Definition 
Formalism) and ASF (Algebraic Specification 
Formalism). For the languages a tool support — Meta-
Environment [16] — is provided based on term rewriting 
techniques. Data model syntax is represented using SDF 
in a version of extended Backus–Naur form. Data model 
transformations are defined as ASF language modules 
constituted by sets of functions. A function defines a 
transformation of a syntactic element of a source model 
into a syntactic element of the canonical model. 
Recursive calls of transformation functions are allowed. 
According to the ASF-definition the transformation 
program code (C language) is generated automatically by 
means of Meta-Environment tools. The transformation 
obtained is used for mapping of source model 
specifications into the canonical model specifications. 

The second approach [17] is based on the Model-
Driven Architecture (MDA) [18] proposed by Object 
Management Group. Data model abstract syntax 
neglecting any syntactic sugar is defined using Ecore 
metamodel (an implementation of OMG's Essential 
Meta-Object Facility) used in Eclipse Modeling 
Framework [19]. Concrete syntax of data models binding 
syntactic sugar and abstract syntax was for-malized 
using EMFText framework [20]. Data model 
transformations are defined using ATLAS 
Transformation Language (ATL) [21] combining 
declarative and imperative features. ATL transformation 
programs are composed of rules that define how source 
model elements are matched and navigated to create and 
initialize the elements of the target models. Type system 
of the ATL is very close to the type system of the OMG 
Object Constraint Language.  

Using both approaches construction of a mapping of 
a source data model R into the canonical model C is 
divided into the following stages: 
• formalization of syntax and semantics the models R 

and C (if the latter has not yet been defined); 
• definition of reference schemas of the models R and 

C (if the latter has not yet been defined); 
• integration of reference schemas of the model R and 

C; 
• creation of a required extension E of the canonical 

model C; 
• construction of a transformation of the model R into 

the extended canonical model; 
• verification of refinement of the extended canonical 

model by the model R. 
The Reference schema of a data model is an abstract 

description containing concepts related to constructs of 
the model and significant associations among these 
concepts. Both concepts and associations may be 
annotated by verbal definitions (looking like entries in an 
explanatory dictionary). Using MDA terms reference 
schemas are just metamodels conforming the Ecore 
metamodel. 

Formalization of data model semantics and 
verification of data model refinement can be performed 
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in two ways. 
In the first way formalization of data model semantics 

means a construction of transformations of source and 
canonical data model specifications into AMN-
specifications. So for any specification of a source data 
model the AMN-specification expressing its semantics is 
generated automatically (for instance, in [11][12] the 
Ontology Web Language [22] is considered as a source 
model and its semantics in AMN is illustrated by 
example). Also, for any specification of the canonical 
data model the AMN-specification expressing its 
semantics is generated automatically [23]. After that 
refinement of a canonical data model specification by a 
source data model specification is reduced to refinement 
of their semantic AMN specifications and can be verified 
by the refinement theorem prover [15]. So verification of 
model refinement is realized over a set of source model 
specification samples. 

In the second way semantics of a data model (source 
or canonical) as a whole is expressed by an AMN 
specification. For instance, in [9] AMN semantics for an 
array data model is defined, in [10] AMN semantics for 
a graph data model is defined. AMN semantics for the 
SYNTHESIS language as the canonical data model was 
also provided [9][10]. Data structures used in data 
models were represented by variables in AMN 
specifications, properties of data structures were 
represented by AMN invariants, typical operations of 
data models were represented by AMN operations. 
Generally refinement of the AMN-specification MC 
corresponding to the canonical data model C by the 
AMN-specification MR corresponding to a source data 
model R should be also proved using refinement theorem 
prover [15]. 

 
Partial automation of data unification techniques 

mentioned above was implemented within Unifying 
Information Models Constructor (Model Unifier in short) 
[11][12]. Unifier consists of the following main 
components: 
• tool for the formal description and correctness 

checking of model syntax and transformations (Meta-
Environment, ATL Tools); 

• Atelier B [15], supporting AMN and providing 
facilities for proving of specification refinement; 

• model manager. 
Meta-Environment, ATL Tools and Atelier B are 

third-party products. Model manager provides a 
graphical interface allowing an expert to search for, view 
and register data models and extensions of the canonical 
model; to call specific components for generating 
templates, editing and integration of reference schemas, 
generating templates for translators of source models 
into the canonical one, translation of source models 
specifications into AMN or into canonical specifications, 
translation of canonical specifications into AMN. 

Recent years data unification techniques were 
applied to wide range of source data models. In [5] a 
canonical process model has been synthesized for the 
environment of workflow patterns classified by W. M. P. 

van der Aalst. Thus the canonical process model 
possesses a property of completeness with respect to 
broad class of process models used in various Workflow 
Management Systems as well as the languages used for 
process composition of Web services.  

In [11][12] the Ontology Web Language was unified 
with the SYNTHESIS language, in [6] OWL 2 QL was 
mapped into the SYNTHESIS.  

In [7] application of the canonical model synthesis 
methods for the value inventive data models was 
discussed. The distinguishing feature of these data 
models is inference of new, unknown values in the 
process of query answering.  

In [8] an approach to mapping of different types of 
NoSQL models into the object model of the 
SYNTHESIS language used as unifying data model was 
considered.  

In [9] unification of an array-based data model used 
in SciDB DBMS was considered, and in [10] unification 
of an attributed graph data model was considered. For 
both models verification using AMN specifications is 
provided. 

In [13] issues on unification of RDF with 
accompanying RDF Schema and SPARQL languages 
were discussed. 

3 FAIR Data Based on Data Model 
Unification 

The following levels of integration (from higher to 
lower) can be distinguished: data model integration 
(unification), schema matching and integration 
(metadata integration) and data integration proper. 
Usually completion of the integration on a higher level is 
a prerequisite for integration on a lower level. Obviously 
the highest level, i.e. data model unification is a 
prerequisite for (meta)data interoperability, integration 
and reuse within FAIR data infrastructures and data 
model unification techniques overviewed in the previous 
section can be considered as a formal basis for achieving 
FAIRness of data.  

Any level of integration makes data more FAIR: 
integrated data are much easier to find, access and reuse 
and also integrated data are more interoperable than 
heterogeneous data stored in different data sources. The 
most mature level of integration is achieved within data 
integration systems like subject mediators or data 
warehouses.  

Subject mediators implement virtual integration with 
user queries defined in some unified data model. Such 
queries are to be decomposed into sets of subqueries and 
these subqueries are to be transferred to heterogeneous 
data sources. Data sources are connected with a subject 
mediator via wrappers which transforms queries into 
source data models and also transforms query answers 
from source data models into unified mediator data 
model. Query answers are transferred by wrappers back 
to the mediator, combined and sent to users. One of the 
latest trends nowadays is construction of subject 
mediators over data lakes [24].  

Data warehouses implement materialized integration 
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with all required data extracted from sources, 
transformed into unified warehouse data model, and 
stored into a warehouse.  

Any kind of integration system requires unified data 
model. One of the important issues to be resolved for data 
integration within FAIR data infrastructures is the choice 
of the canonical model kernel. Even the choice between 
SQL and RDF is difficult. On the one hand SQL is 
supported by industrial standards, methods and 
technologies evolving for decades. On the other hand, 
RDF is W3C Recommendation supported by triplestore 
vendors, is strongly connected with OWL ontological 
framework, allows flexible evolution of data schema, 
provides logic inference in a native way that is very 
important for knowledge bases.  

To integrate heterogeneous data sources in an 
interoperable way FAIR data infrastructures may support 
both mentioned kinds of data integration systems and 
also combined data integration systems [25] with data 
warehouses considered as resources to be integrated 
within subject mediators. For all kinds of data integration 
systems the data model unification techniques can 
provide a formal basis. 
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